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Smart Surveillance reflects 
Smart Business
Whether you are tracking a person of interest, investigating an incident or 
monitoring safety and security, seamless connectivity, smart features and 
powerful, intuitive functionality will deliver faster outcomes.  As the technology 
landscape continues to evolve, there will be a requirement for a video platform 
able to embrace innovations and interoperate with existing investments.  
Honeywell Digital Video Manager (DVM) is the smart surveillance solution 
engineered to seamlessly connect the latest technology and Internet of Things 
(IOT) devices, mitigate risk and provide the resilient platform necessary for 
sustained operational efficiency and business integrity.  

Mitigate Risk Faster 
Empower security operators to address critical events and 
simplify everyday workflows with smart, security-centric 
features, powerful functionality and ease-of-use.   

•  Manage threats better and reduce response time through 

slow motion searching, synchronized camera playback and 

bookmarking, allowing faster retrieval of video evidence 

from multiple cameras simultaneously- a task that now 

takes minutes, not hours. 

•  Monitor and respond beyond the control room with DVM 

Mobile. High definition, intelligent streaming and video 

playback adapt to network conditions, enabling flexible, 

extra ordinary situational awareness on-the-go.

•  Optimize user-experience with full control of multi-monitor 

displays and a well organized interface allowing operators 

to focus on critical events without distraction and respond 

and collaborate with precision.

Connectivity and Productivity 
Enjoy freedom of choice from a broader range of products, 
adapt to changing and more challenging security threats, 
and interoperate with existing infrastructure.

•  Maximize interoperability and 

connectivity to a broader choice 

of products via ONVIF Profiles 

S and G, and enhancements to 

Video.Net integration. 

•  Multi-monitor workstations benefit from a reduction  

in total cost of ownership due to performance 

enhancements from smart video streaming when 

displaying multiple cameras.

•  Enhance operator productivity and asset utilization 

through faster access to full functionality of new hardware, 

including multi-sensor and multi-channel devices, higher 

resolution IP cameras, edge analytics, edge recording and 

backfill, and more.

•  Minimize operational disruption with accelerated product 

discovery configuration.

Freedom of choice 

to 7,000 ONVIF 

compliant devices  

DVM Mobile Dashboard



Accuracy and Reliability 
With greater insight into its performance across your 
surveillance ecosystem, you can trust DVM as a resilient 
foundation to promote security for your business.  

•  Be confident that every incident is recorded accurately 

with various redundancy solutions from 

cameras to servers, supported by enhanced 

use of video storage.

•  Increase resiliency with optimized camera 

server recording paths.  

•  Protect against video recording loss caused 

by network failure and physical damage 

while highlighting potential issues before 

they impede performance. 

•  Sustained focus on cybersecurity promotes 

continuous, uninterrupted system access, 

data protection and privacy, limiting 

disruption and giving you peace of mind.

•  Enhance credibility of evidence video through digitally 

signed, password protected tamper-proof and 

watermarked footage that can be exported easily and 

swiftly direct from the DVM Console.

Efficiency and Integrity
DVM is the surveillance foundation for a truly  
connected security and safety environment, spanning 
operational siloes, promoting operational efficiencies  
and business integrity.   

•  More seamlessly integrate your building 

automation systems, IT sub-systems, 

and third party applications to remove 

operational siloes, simplify workflows and 

drive operational efficiencies with one 

powerful integrated security platform.

•  Create a powerful and intuitive user 

experience across a connected operations 

environment, empowering security 

operators with flexible and intelligent 

viewing, collaborative workflows and tools 

to better manage incidents with rapid 

precision, saving hours of time. 

•  Consider how surveillance can extend beyond safety and 

security by creating integrated opportunities that offer 

actionable insights, driving preventive and improvement 

measures and a faster, more efficient approach to 

managing your enterprise.
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Smart Connected Enterprise
Honeywell’s approach to integration focuses on connecting people, building intelligence 

and business activities to create a smart connected enterprise. DVM seamlessly integrates 

with other building automation systems, IT sub-systems, third party applications, 

command and control solutions and more, creating an integrated platform to more 

securely operate and manage your facility.  

Our continued commitment to keep facilities powered by Honeywell  

technology at the forefront of innovation is reflected in our advocacy for  

open systems and interoperability to extend value from existing investments.  

And if you subscribe to a Software Assurance Agreement, we will manage  

your system upgrades automatically, allowing faster access to powerful  

new functionality with cost certainty.

Digital Video Manager Release 620 delivers world class 
functionality to save security operators valuable time, mitigate 
risk and extend life cycle value. Contact us now to discuss your 
upgrade path today.

For more information
To find out more about the DVM R620 visit:

www.buildingsolutions.honeywell.com

www.honeywell.com


